WELCOME
Welcome to the  CSUN Student Film Showcase
The films you will see tonight were completed in the
senior level film production course of the Department
of Cinema and Television Arts and are the capstone
projects This culminating experience decreases the
gap between academic training and the rigors of the
professional world It also gives the advanced film
student an opportunity to produce a mm or mm
motion picture of substance
All of the films were written produced and directed
by students in the Film Production Option under the
guidance of the film production faculty with funding
provided by the California State University
Northridge Associated Students Instructionally Re
lated Activities Fund and the Hollywood Foreign
Press Association The students must raise any addi
tional monies needed and are given the creative free
dom to produce what they wish It is their persistence and tireless dedication that we salute
with this screening For the filmmakers honored tonight this will be the first public presen
tation of their work Your response to their projects will be the first test of their endeavors
The Film Production Option is proud to acknowledge our continued association with the
Hollywood Foreign Press Association In addition to the Hollywood Foreign Press Associa
tion Senior Film Edit Suite in Manzanita Hall they have recently provided new state of the
art digital location sound equipment for our senior film students Also two of our student
directors this evening have the distinction of being Hollywood Foreign Press Association
Fellows
We are also proud of our relationship with Arri Inc the world’s largest manufacturer of
motion picture cameras CTVA Alumnus and Arri Inc Vice President Bill Russell has been
instrumental in the development of The Arri mm Project a program which provides a
mm motion picture experience to a selected CSUN senior film group each semester The
film Bauhaus––Broken Wings screening tonight was the first participant in the program
Please sit back and enjoy the show and afterwards join us for a reception and live music in
the lobby

Welcome

Professor Nate Thomas
Head Film Production Option
Director CSUN Student Film Showcase
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A Hopeful Introduction
A provocative and dynamic force in American culture since the early twentieth century
movies have presented several generations of American writers with a new fascinating
and challenging subject In the beginning there was debate simply as to whether the
movies should be considered art Many intellectuals at that time were appalled by the
Hollywood product They were waiting for film to break out into a more cerebral and
provocative form As documented in the important new volume American Movie Critics:
An Anthology From the Silents Until Now James Agee was one such disappointed intel
lectual:
“Those who make or care for moving pictures have great reason to be an
gry for all that is frustrated and still greater reason to be humble for all
that is fallen short of frustration or no And if you foresee how few years
remain before the grandest prospect for a major popular art since
Shakespeare’s time dissolves into the ghastly gelatinous nirvana of televi
sion I think you will find the work of this last or any recent year and the
chance of any sufficiently radical improvement within the tragically short
future enough to shrivel the heart If moving pictures are ever going to
realize their potentialities they are going to have to do it very soon in
deed Aware of that and aware also of all the works of genius which have
been already achieved in films I have no patience with the patient and
patronizing who remind us mellowly that it took centuries to evolve an
Aeschylus or a Joyce”
––James Agee  January 



In previous program notes on occasions such as this evening we have expressed HOPE
that elevated artistic aspirations for filmmaking will be realized We have acknowledged
that the talents that make this possible are a combination of the student’s inherent grace
and hard work And while we have also conceded that the Department of Cinema and
Television Arts cannot endow these attributes we have also maintained that we can within
the framework of a liberal arts university education provide a learning environment in
which the felicities of grace and hard work will be recognized nurtured and rewarded

Welcome

As James Agee also wrote: “When an art is in good health mediocrity and amorphous
energy and commercialism are more than welcome to exist and to be liked and rewarded
When an art is sick unto death only men [and women] of the most murderous creative
passion can hope to save it”
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Accordingly––given the dedication of the students––the CTVA faculty at California State
University Northridge (formally detailing its mission at wwwctvacsunedu) is prepared
to engage its prospective filmmakers with equal grace hard work and HOPE
Sincerely
Dr John Schultheiss
Chair Cinema and Television Arts

Film Showcase
:

: PM

Welcome
Clint Howard Introduction

Danny Boy ( min)
The Unobtrusive Fantasy
of Manny Quinn ( min)
Fridge ( min)
Bauhaus––Broken Wings ( min)
Cinematheque Awards
Acknowledgment of Sponsors
Closing Remarks

Reception
Program

: : PM
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2006 Showcase Host

In a career that has spanned
over forty five years Clint
Howard’s impressive list of
credits reflects a wide spec
trum of acting performances
in over  feature films and
five television series In
popular culture associations
with “Captain Kirk” “Gentle
Ben” and “The Grinch” Clint
Howard’s work has left an
indelible impression on mul
tiple generations
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Clint Howard
Like his older brother Ron Howard Clint followed his actor father Rance into show
business At the age of three he was cast in several episodes of The Andy Griffith Show as
Leon the little boy in love with peanut butter sandwiches Other early highlights include
a guest appearance in the original Star Trek series Two years later becoming seasoned by
some film work Howard was a regular on the family television series The Baileys of Balboa
In    he won the role of young orphan Mark Wedloe who adopts a bear as a pet in the
film Gentle Giant––which led to the spin off CBS series Gentle Ben

As an adult Howard’s career continued in a variety of interesting roles The wheeler/
dealer Eaglebauer in the cult classic Rock and Roll High School and the demon possessed
cadet in the   horror film Evilspeak are examples of his versatility
When Ron Howard was given the opportunity to make his directorial debut with
Grand Theft Auto in 
 he tapped his brother for a role The brothers have worked
together on numerous occasions since including co writing the NBC television movie Cot
ton Candy Among the many Ron Howard theatrical films that Clint has appeared in are
Splash Cocoon Apollo  Cinderella Man and Far and Away––which is loosely based on
the Howard family’s ancestral story

Sampling of Clint Howard’s Credits
Fun with Dick and Jane (2005)
Cinderella Man (2005)
Planet Ibsen (2005)
The Missing (2003/I)
The Cat in the Hat (2003)
Austin Powers in Goldmember (2002)
Little Nicky (2000)
Austin Powers:
The Spy Who Shagged Me (1999)
The Waterboy (1998)
Austin Powers:
International Man of Mystery (1997)
That Thing You Do! (1996)
Apollo 13 (1995)
Forget Paris (1995)

Far and Away (1992)
The Rocketeer (1991)
Backdraft (1991)
Tango & Cash (1989)
Parenthood (1989)
Gung Ho (1986)
Cocoon (1985)
Splash (1984)
Night Shift (1982)
Rock ‘n’ Roll High School (1979)
Cotton Candy (1978) (TV)
Grand Theft Auto (1977)
Gentle Ben (1967) TV Series
The Andy Griffith Show (1962-64)
TV Series

2006 Showcase Host

Clint Howard has proven to be
an effective character playing profes
sional His recent television work has
included My Name is Earl and Ar
rested Development  He has ap
peared in the feature films That Thing
You Do The Waterboy and Fun With
Dick and Jane; in Planet Ibsen he por
trayed the playwright Henrik Ibsen
Of immediate interest he stars in
Danny Boy one of the projects fea
tured in the CSUN Film Showcase to
night
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DANNY BOY
––running time:  min  sec / mm––

Daniel Kane is on a
routine visit to the
grocery story when he
is confronted by a
strange old man The
man tells Daniel that he
reminds him of his
recently deceased son
and asks Daniel for a
favor Though the
request seems odd
Daniel agrees to help a
fellow man in distress

Cast
Old Man
Clint Howard

Danny Boy

Danny
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Gabriel Damon

Cashier
Mike Grief

Writer/Director
Guy Noland
()  
guynoland@sbcglobalnet

Producers
Leslie Lapage
Guy Noland
Executive Producers
Joe Noland
Bob Noland
DP
Mike Gioulakis
Editor
Amber McKenzie
Music
Charles Denler
st AD
Mike Zafra
Production
Coordinator
Chris Isaacson
Gaffer
Bill Persaud

Craft Services
Melanie Howard
Tiffany Wiggins
Catering
Kevin Planeta
Script Supervisor
Eda Kierman
Iwona Kanclerz
Still Photography
Sylvia Vidaurri
Post Production
Supervisor
David Correll
Titles
Tess Kelly
Production Assistants
Susie Lever
()   
Scoozme @yahoocom

Katie McGhie
() 

Srfgurl@yahoocom

Ashley Ferguson
Kaeli Carr
Esther Hatkoff
Ashley Kane

Key Grip
Mike Sapienza
Best Boy grip
Mark Evans
Best Boy elec
Justin Barber
Daniel Kanes
Boom Op
Ben Hoekstra

nd AC
Jim Ciccerallo
Makeup
Susan Verdugo

Danny Boy

st AC
JP Perry
Sara Bennett
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THE UNOBTRUSIVE FANTASY
OF MANNY QUINN
––running time:  min  sec/mm––

The Unobtrusive Fantasy of Manny Quinn

Manny Quinn’s active imagination
can’t save the actress he loves
from the oppressive Mr Mischerschmidt

These are the days Manny Quinn wishes
he were not a mannequin
Photograph by Andres Palencia

Clay mation
Although The Unobtrusive Fantasy of Manny Quinn
is sometimes mistakenly called “clay mation”
Manny is actually composed of many materials in
cluding aluminum wire plumber’s epoxy upholstery
foam plastic wrap brass tubing liquid latex silicone
and cloth Only his head is clay and it often melted
under the hot stage lights

Photograph by Matthew Netzley

Director Matthew Netzley
in the middle of animating the dance sequence
of The Unobtrusive Fantasy of Manny Quinn
Matthew Netzley is one of two Hollywood For
eign Press Asociation Fellows in this year’s
Showcase
Photograph by Andres Palencia
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Producers:
Matthew Netzley
()   
matthewnetzley@gmailcom

Chas Bruns
()  
SKIPPE @aolcom

Will Pilgrim
()  
williampilgrim@gmailcom

Director:
Matthew Netzley
()   
matthewnetzley@gmailcom

() 

andrespalencia@gmailcom

Editor:
John Duarte
( )  
dortyshorts@gmailcom

Sound Designer:
Evan Schrodek
()

evanschrodek@gmailcom

Foley Artist:
Mustafa Sayed
()   
mustafalafa@hotmailcom

Music:
Pip Craighead
( )   
shephanim@hotmailcom

Photograph by Matthew Netzley

The Mischerschmidt Playhouse
A : scale miniature and setting for The
Unobtrusive Fantasy of Manny Quinn
The set took a month to create and
measured  square feet
Cinematographer Andres Palencia
sitting in the wardrobe room of the
Mischerschmidt Playhouse The film was
shot on a Bolex H It was donated to
the film by Oscar nominated director
Mark Osborne

The Unobtrusive Fantasy of Manny Quinn

Cinematographer:
Andres Palencia

Photograph by Andres Palencia
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Fridge
––running time: min  sec/mm––

Over the course of a month
two roommates become convinced
that the refrigerator they bought at a
police auction is in fact haunted
Fridge is an adaptation of a short story written by screenwriter/director Patick O’Riley in
 Since then it has obviously undergone many revisions
Shooting took place over three weekends in February of  The first two weekends were
spent on the home set in Camarillo The driving open field and auction sequences were
shot the third weekend on the CSUN campus in Northridge

Fridge

The actual refrigerator weighed much more than anyone had anticipated somewhere in
the neighborhood of three hundred pounds which made moving it back and forth between
the two locations something of a chore
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Crew
Writer/Director
Patrick O’Riley
)

 

Producer
Kelsey Smith
( )  

Director of
Photography
Naofumi Kumata
()



Camera Operator
Reema Madan
()   

Editor
Andrea Gallardo
()  

Editor/Sound
Pedram Pazuki
() 



Sound
David Heffler
() 



Composer
Martin Broder
()  

Cast
Scott
Hans Hernke

Greg
Nick Rather

Auction Cop
Pedram Pazuki

Fridge

Trash Man
Steve Valuck
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The
Arri
mm
Project

The Arri 35mm Project

This past Fall Semester Arri Inc the world’s largest manufacturer of
motion picture cameras initiated a new program with the CSUN De
partment of Cinema and Television Arts The special program called
The Arri mm Project provides the opportunity each semester for a
selected senior level project in the Film Production Option to be pro
duced in the mm motion picture format Arri Inc will provide a new
mm Arricam motion picture camera and lighting units for use by the
selected group while other production services post production ser
vices and equipment are provided by various leading industry vendors
such as Fotokem JL Fisher and Illumination Dynamics
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The Arri mm Project also has a mentoring element A professional
cinematographer and member of the American Society of Cinematog
raphers (ASC) with an impressive body of work will mentor those
students involved in the photography of the selected motion picture
Bauhaus––Broken Wings screening tonight is the inaugural partici
pant in The Arri mm Project program

The CSUN Department of Cinema and Television Arts would like to
also extend a special “Thank You” to Lacy Street Production Facility
for their kindness and benevolence to The Arri mm Project Bauhaus–
–Broken Wings

 Arri mm Project

Lacy Street Production Facility is a unique back lot studio with stages
and sets Its exterior façade was built in  and still contains that
rugged feel It’s a diverse studio offering expansive diverse looks and
features including both interior and exterior sets From historic look
ing red brick alleys to jail sets to court room sets to lofts etc Lacy
Street Production Facility is often used by the major Hollywood stu
dios Lacy Street sets are prevalent in such feature films as Saw Catch
Me If You Can Seabiscuit LA Confidential House of Sand and Fog
Mi Familia Tumbleweeds and many many others

Production Center

The Arri 35mm Project

Lacy Street
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BauhausThe––
Broken
Wings
Arri mm Project
––running time:

Bauhaus –– Broken Wings

Berlin March rd   students at
the Bauhaus School for Arts and Ar
chitecture attempt to save their art
from the rise of the Nazi Party Led
by Jack Porter a British sculptor the
students face a harsh decision of
whether to stand up for their artis
tic expression or give way to the un
relenting force of Fascism [Based
on true events]
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Heiner (1933) Boy
Vincent Grayson

Lady
Christina Heinz

Stephan Müller
Brian Sheridan

Herr Gutenberg
Caspar Poyck

Art Student #1
Sabine Fichter

Protesting Student
Pieter-Jan Boucquaert

Vladimir Saraev
Richard Deguilio

Obersturmführer Meier
Stefan Kollmuss

Theatre Instructor
James Barrows

SA Officers
Lincon Cain
Martin Grassberger

Ludwig Mies
Van Der Rohe
Jerry Hoffman
Jack Porter
John Bobek
Ellen Schuster
Mirjam Novak
Art Student #2
Andres Palencia
Poster Boy
Rich Boyd
Sturmführer Schultz
Walter Spatny

Kevin
(Present Day Boy)
AndrewTurner
Old Man
King Stuart
Theatre Group
Emily Alford
Maria Petersson
Erika Bradley
Girls By The Wall
Katie Pilgrim
Sandrine Sahkians
Michelle Medici

min  sec/mm––

Director/Producer/Writer
Philipp Eierund
(310) 460-9911
peierund@emotionp.com

Editor/Producer
Evan Schrodek
(818) 294-1572
evanschrodek@yahoo.com

Line Producer
Sachiko Ueshiba
(818) 554-9653
sachi7847@hotmail.com

Cinematographer
Kenton D. Johnson
(760) 408-8352
gonzofilm@hotmail.com

Production Designer
Will Pilgrim
(805) 490-7106
william.pilgrim@gmail.com

Editor/Script Supervisor
Sandrine Sahakians
(310) 804-5434
sandrinesahakians@yahoo.com

First Assistant Director
Stephen Nelson
(909) 732-1486
stephennelson384@gmail.com

Art Director
Niko Guidote
Art and Wardrobe
Maria Petersson
Makeup and Hair Design
Eleanor Wood
Score
Markus C. Riegler
Philipp Eierund, director of Bauhaus––Broken Wings, is one of two
Hollywood Foreign Press Association Fellows in this year’s Showcase.

Bauhaus –– Broken Wings
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Department of Cinema
and Television Arts
wwwctvacsunedu
College of Arts Media and Communication
California State University Northridge
The Department of Cinema and Television Arts
at California State University Northridge
provides students with academic and
professional training for careers in the
entertainment industries and educational/
corporate media fields

The major prepares students for creative and management careers in commercial
or public radio television film and multimedia positions as well as related
scholarly areas The program is strongly committed to a balance between
theoretical and practical education
Degrees Offered:

BA in Cinema and Television Arts
(seven options and one minor)
MA in Screenwriting

Options/Minor:

Film Production Option
Screenwriting Option
Media Theory and Criticism Option

CTVA Department

Television Option
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Radio Option
Multimedia Production Option
Electronic Media Management Option
Electronic Media Management Minor
Faculty:

Eric Edson Bob Gustafson Michael HogganKaren Kearns
Temma Kramer Alexis Krasilovsky Frederick Kuretski
Kenneth Portnoy Jared Rappaport Mary Schaffer John
Schultheiss Jon Stahl Nate Thomas Thelma Vickroy
Dianah Wynter

The facilities in the newly completed
Manzanita Hall offer CTVA students
the opportunity to produce films in a
professional environment
mm cameras (Arriflex Eclair
Cinema Products and Bolex) grip
equipment and portable lighting are
housed and maintained by the
engineering staff and are available for
checkout to film students
The Film Stage includes a com
plete lighting package with dim
mers A JL Fisher  Dolly with
accessories is kept on the stage for
use in student projects The ' x
' production area is fully sound
proofed and encircled with two
movable cycloramas in blue and
black The adjoining scene shop
is available for construction and
storage of sets and props

Grants are available through the department
for completion money to conform negatives
to the decision list and to create release prints
For titling and special efffects students use
the Paul Hunter Visual Effects/Film Graphics
Room featuring stateoftheart digital ani
mation and titling creation utilizing D Max
Combustion and After Effects software pro
grams

CTVA Department

A twowall greenscreen hard cyc cove is available for special effects production in
an adjoining Insert Stage
Postproduction editing is done
using either Avid or Final Cut Pro
nonlinear editing stations These
are available for student use in
both bullpen and private suite en
vironments Senior film produc
tion students edit in the Holly
wood Foreign Press Association
Senior Film Editing Suite which
houses an Avid Media Composer
Adrenaline System
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The Film Sound Mixing Facility features an ADR/Foley Stage complex and a multi
track digital sound mixing room with Pro Tools technology and rear screen projec
tion
Each year the best works produced by CTVA film students are showcased at a
special screening at the Academy of Television Arts and Sciences Industry repre
sentatives are invited to evaluate the work

Students in the CTVA television
program work in a ' x ' tele
vision studio with adjacent Scene
Shop The television studio con
tains  stateoftheart Hitachi
Z  digital television cameras
with telepromters an extensive lighting package with dimmers and movable blue
white and black cycloramas
Overlooking the studio is the Video Control Room which contains a Ross Digital
Switcher with digital video effects The adjacent Sound Room is housed with a
Sony digital audio board a digicart machine and instant replay capability

CTVA Department

The Master Control Room has a character
generator and still store and supports re
cording and playback in Betacam SP DVC
Pro DVCAM DV Umatic and VHS video
formats
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Television students can also check out
from the Equipment Room An array of
portable digital cameras as well as lights
and support equipment are available for
field work 
Television students edit in Individual Ed
iting Suites with Final Cut Pro being the
preferred system
Completed programs are regularly broad
cast on the local cable stations

The Department of Cinema and Television Arts’
Cinematheque is an innovative yearround film screen
ing program housed in The Alan and Elaine Armer The
ater a stateoftheart   seat motion picture theater
on the CSUN campus The only venue of its kind in the
San Fernando Valley the Cinematheque presents the
matically designed retrospectives of classic films as well
as aesthetically significant contemporary releases––
in conjunction with the appearance of featured guest
artists for lectures and panel discussions The
Cinematheque is also intended as a regular venue for film organizations student
film competitions and conferences Collaboration is encouraged with local studios
guilds and academies for screenings and related events The Cinematheque is a
component of ARTS NORTHRIDGE
For more information please contact:
The Department of Cinema and Television Arts
(  )    (Phone) (  )    (Fax)
wwwCinemathequecsunedu

the CSUN
at the Alan and Elaine Armer Theatre

CTVA Department

In the lobby of the Alan and Elaine Armer
Theater is a Gallery of Film Poster Art This
film poster gallery creates an appropriate
ambience to complement architect Stern’s
aesthetically pleasing edifice—and to
provide a thematically suitable entrée to
the CSUN Cinematheque The gallery will
be sustained by the internationally
acclaimed Mike Kaplan Collection of over
 pieces of vintage motion picture
posters and movie art
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The Hollywood Foreign Press Association
The Hollywood Foreign Press Association is extraordinarily generous in supporting educational
programs nationally Over the past  years the HFPA has given more than  in financial
grants For the second year in a row the Hollywood Foreign Press Association has donated more
than  in financial grants to film schools and nonprofit organizations These awards
were announced during the Association’s Annual Installation Luncheon honoring its 
slate of officers at the Beverly Hills Hotel
“Members of the Hollywood Foreign Press Association always look forward to our annual summer
luncheon” said newlyelected president Philip Berk “Not only do we celebrate the installation of
the organization’s new officers and
board members we take pride in
donating over  in chari
table contributions to many out
standing filmrelated charities and
educational institutions We are
fortunate that the success of the
Golden Globes allows us to do so”
The event was moderated by
Emmy Rossum and Peter Falk who
announced grants to American
Film Institute; CalArts School of
Film/Video; UCLA School of The
atre Film and Television; North
Peter Falk, seen here with newly elected HFPA president Philip Berk,
Carolina School of the Arts Foun
announced the grants with Emmy Rossum.
© HFPA
dation; Columbia University School
of the Arts and California State University Northridge Dept of Cinema and Television Arts
Arts

Acknowledgments

The Hollywood Foreign Press Association is known worldwide for its Golden Globe Awards at the
end of January every year However in between those televised gala events the HFPA mem
bers—all working journalists—spend the rest of the year interviewing
film and television personalities and telling the world about various as
pects of show business
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Historical Context It all began in the early  s a time riddled with
contradictions The world was in flames Pearl Harbor had drawn America
into the World War atomic fission had succeeded soldiers and civilians
were dying by the millions—and in Hollywood strangely enough cre
ativity was at an alltime high Audiences hungry for diversions were
seeking out films honoring figures of heroic dimensions stories offering
inspiration and entertainment to those who were coping with pain loss
fear worry and despair The release of the film Casablanca coincided
with the Allied occupation of Casablanca ( ) In the midst of this a
handful of nonAmerican journalists tried to get reports through to their
home countries and began helping each other sharing contacts and ma
terial
Already in    the Hollywood Association of Foreign Correspondents
(HAFCO) had been formed and in   The Foreign Press Society ap
peared briefly Both terminated abruptly although HAFCO had a fleet
ing moment of fame when celebrities such as Charlie Chaplin and Mary
Pickford showed up at the HAFCO International Ball at Hollywood

Roosevelt Hotel One thing was clear: the idea of banding to
gether was not only healthy but necessary In    a number
of respected foreign journalists started the Hollywood Foreign
Press Association instigated by the correspondent for the Brit
ish Daily Mail In   a group of working newspaper men
and women most of whom were founding members withdrew
and formed the Foreign Press Association with strict rules for
membership The two associations existed side by side and fre
quently interacted until   when the Hollywood Foreign
Press Association united actively working reporters from both
groups now with definite guidelines and requirements for
membership active and affiliate
Each year the members are required to present recent bylined
articles for continued active status and participation in the
Emmy Rossum co-hosted the event.
© HFPA
association’s activities which include more than two hundred
annual interview opportunities with leading actors directors
and writers working in motion pictures and television There are also set visits participation in
press days in other cities within (and occasionally outside) the United States as well as film festivals
in other countries where one important duty of those attending is to scout for interesting foreign
language films to screen for
HFPA members; another is
to establish cultural ex
changes with directors ac
tors jurors and fellow jour
nalists around the world In
order to vote on the
association’s annual awards
the Golden Globes members
see well over  domestic
films released each year
along with foreign language
films motion pictures made
for television and prime
time television series
Hollywood Foreign Press Association president Philip Berk with Brad Pitt and Emmy Rossum.
27 grants worth over 1 million dollars were awarded this year by the HFPA.
© HFPA

Dagmar Dunlevy
Photo©Eric Charbonneau/BEI
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SPECIAL THANKS
The CSUN Student Film Showcase is made possible through a grant from
the CSUN Associated Students Instructionally Related Activities
Committee
Committee scholarship awards by the Hollywood Foreign Press
Association and with the generous help of the following:
Professor Nate Thomas
Mark Schaubert

Showcase Director/Head Film Production Option
Showcase Producer

Professor Fred Kuretski
Professor Temma Kramer
Porfessor Michael Hoggan
Professor Ken Portnoy
Dr Fred Ginsberg
Richard Ollis
Jenée Muyeau
Joel Kranz
Professor Jon Stahl
Professor Thelma Vickroy
Professor Mary Schaffer
Professor Eric Edson
Dr Robert Gustafson

Showcase Founder/Sr Film Production Faculty
Sr Film Production Faculty
Film Production Faculty
Film Production Faculty
Adjunct Film Production Faculty
Adjunct Film Production Faculty
Adjunct Film Production Faculty
Adjunct Film Production Faculty
Head Screenwriting Option
Head Radio/Television Production Options
Head Multimedia Production Option
Graduate Coordinator Screenwriting
Head Electronic Media Management Option
Director Entertainment Industry Institute
CTVA Department Chair/
Head Media Theory and Criticism Option
Department of Music

Dr John Schultheiss
Professor Elizabeth Sellers
Dr Jolene Koester
Dr William Toutant
Professor Karen Kearns
Gailya Brown
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President California State University Northridge
Dean College of Arts Media and Communication
Interim Associate Dean
College of Arts Media and Communication
Director of Development
College of Arts Media and Communication
Manager Academic Resources
College of Arts Media and Communication

Fred Johnson
Carmen Ramos Chandler

KCSNFM
Director CSUN News and Information

Mary Hendriks
Karly Gardner
Kathleen McWilliams

CTVA Administrative Analyst
CTVA Department Secretary
CTVA Office Staff

Michael Bryant
George Johnson
Valerie Sand
William Wilson

CTVA Engineering
CTVA Engineering
CTVA Engineering
CTVA Engineering

Phil Chow
David Sonnenschein
Mark Woods

Cover Design
Sound Design Consultant
Cinematography Consultant

Our appreciation is also extended for the support of our student filmmakers by
Panavision Matchframe Dolby Laboratories Kodak and Lacy Street Production Center

Thank you for your support of tonight’s Student Film
Showcase We hope that you have enjoyed the program
While CSUN is a public institution many of its programs could
not exist without the help of private donations Contributions
of money equipment and services played a large role in the
success of tonight’s program
We would also like to thank those members of the CSUN
Cinematheque whose generous contributions make the
extensive film program and poster gallery collection possible
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